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Novel methods for analysing bacterial tracks reveal persistence

in Rhodobacter sphaeroides:

Supporting Information Text S1

Attempting to analyse tracks from an incompatible movement model

In order to check whether our analysis methods may be blindly applied to tracks from a movement model

that does not fit the two-state model assumed for the HMM methods, we attempt to analyse a simulated

non-chemotactic dataset instead of a simulated wildtype dataset. In such a scenario, the tracks being

analysed contain no reorientation events. Figure S6 shows the negative log likelihood surface computed

for the non-chemotactic dataset using the full HMM method. As expected, it is independent of the

parameter p01, as the probability of a transition from a stop to a run is irrelevant in the absence of

stopping phases. Attempting to find the maximum likelihood estimate of the transition parameters by

minimising the negative log likelihood fails in this case. This result demonstrates that our HMM analysis

methods contain a built-in validity check, though further work is required to determine whether other

incompatible models would raise such an error.

Estimating the level of noise in the experimental data

The level of noise included in our computational simulations is denoted D. Since we use Gaussian noise in

the simulations, the noise is equivalent to translational Brownian motion, and D is the translational dif-

fusion coefficient. We may therefore estimate D from our non-motile dataset by fitting the mean squared

displacement (MSD) with a linear expression, the slope of which is equal to 4D for two-dimensional

data [1]. Figure S10 shows the MSD observed in the non-motile strain, overlaid with a linear fit. The

MSD is not well described by a linear fit for the first 0.2 s, so we use the remaining data for the fit, which

gives an estimated value D ≈ 0.3 µm2s−1.
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Two-sided Kuiper test for the significance of the observed stop-

wise angle change distribution

The two-sided Kuiper test is a statistical method of assessing the null hypothesis that two sets of circular

random variables are drawn from the same underlying distribution [2]. In our specific example, we require

to test whether the experimentally-observed stopwise angle changes (Figure 8(b)) may be drawn from the

inferred stopwise angle changes in the simulated data with an underlying uniform distribution (Figure

5(b)). Figure 5(b) departs from uniform due to the presence of false positives, hence any statistical sim-

ilarity between this distribution and that observed experimentally would indicate that the experimental

results may arise from bias at the analysis stage, as opposed to being biologically meaningful. The test

and its implementation in MATLAB is described in [3].
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